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2016 was a year of planting seeds at Wyakin, as we took signiicant leaps 
toward weaving continuous improvement deeply into our culture.  While 

in many ways it was a year of change, it was also much 
the opposite as we doubled down on our passionate 
pursuit of a mission that will not waver.  The success 
of our Warriors, as deined by the personal victories 
that each achieves, is the only endgame for which we 
choose to play.

Professionally speaking, I have known no greater 
privilege than to witness irsthand the transformative 
journeys that the veterans of our program experience.  
Those journeys are the work of many hands, but 
none more than those of the Warriors themselves.  

To serve as the conduit that allows these motivated, intuitive, and loyal 
individuals to ind renewed purpose and identity is our singular goal as an 
organization.  The art and science are in the program, but the magic is truly 
in the outcomes.

As always, with our annual report and otherwise, we strive for 
transparency.  We invite feedback, delight in inquiries, and welcome 
scrutiny.  We do so because our supporters, inancial and otherwise, 
deserve nothing less.  We believe that serving our veterans is an honor and 
obligation that we all share; it is our goal to advocate for the conident and 
ardent call to that service for all those who enjoy the safety and freedom 
that our veterans have provided. 2017 promises to be a deining year for 
the Wyakin Foundation.  We see many victories on the horizon, and we 
encourage you to join us in the privilege of sharing them.

Sincerely,
 

Brent Taylor
Executive Director

Wyakin Foundation
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A LETTER FROM THE 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

“I knew where I wanted to be, 

but I didn’t know how to get 

there.  Wyakin gave me the 

tools and support to pursue  

my vision with conidence.”   

— Craig Cornwall,  

U.S. Navy Veteran and world-class cyclist, 

Wyakin Warrior since 2013
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Greg Bradley faced a diicult road when he was 
forced to retire from the Army National Guard. 
A Marine Infantry Squad Leader and Platoon 
Sergeant in Iraq, he’d sufered concussive head 
trauma, damaged hearing, and torn ligaments as 
a result of his combat experience.  Forced irst 
to leave the Marine Corps and then medically 
retired from the Guard, he’d lost all he ever 
wanted to do.  Struggling with depression, 
weight gain, and anger, inding new purpose 
seemed a daunting task.  He hoped for a 
fresh start in law enforcement but his physical 
and emotional wounds once again betrayed 
him; he became increasingly agitated and 
despondent.  As Greg watched his struggles 
afect his daughter and strain his relationships, 
optimism faded and the path to brighter days 
became hopelessly obscured; he no longer saw 
a way out. Suicidal and desperate, but with the 
steadfast encouragement of his daughter, he 
reached out for help.  Seeking an education 
and a career of which he could be proud, 
Greg needed support to balance his goals, his 
obligations, and his nascent emotional recovery.  

Discovering the Wyakin Foundation program, 
he felt an immediate connection. In Wyakin, 
Greg found a supportive staf that understands 
veteran transition, a comprehensive support 
program, and like-minded veterans facing 
similar challenges as they forge their post-
military careers.  Refocused and renewed, Greg 
no longer deines himself only as a Marine.  
“Wyakin isn’t just about inding a job, or even a 
career. It’s about inding a life,” Greg says.  “I look 
at myself diferently now.”  Pursuing a Master’s 
Degree and serving his community through his 
work in Emergency Management, Greg is now 
succeeding as a student, a professional, and 
most importantly as a dad.   

A WARRIOR STORY

“Wyakin isn’t just about 

inding a job, or even a career. 
It’s about inding a life.” 

— Greg Bradley, U.S. Marine Corps Veteran,

Wyakin Warrior since 2015
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United Service Organizations Inc.
GUARDIAN CIRCLE ($500K+)

OUR SUPPORTERS
Cumulative giving through 2016

WARRIOR CIRCLE ($100-500K)
Meritor, Inc. 
Idaho Division of Veterans Services 

Phillips Industries 

J.A. and Kathryn Albertson Family Foundation

CHAMPION CIRCLE ($50-99K)

Rebholtz Family Foundation Inc. 
The Gibney Family Foundation 

The Julius C. Jeker Foundation, Inc. 

The Kind World Foundation 

Northrup Grumman Corporation

ADVOCATE CIRCLE ($25-49K)
Ada County Highway District 
SWS Charitable Foundation, Inc. 
Duane & Jan Hardesty 

Union Paciic Foundation 

Sudberry Family Trust

CULTIVATOR CIRCLE ($10-24K)

Idaho Patriot Thunder Ride 

Citi  
WayPoint Analytics, Inc. 
Marjorie Mosher Schmidt Foundation  
Winco Foods Foundation Inc.  
The Wells Fargo Foundation  
Idaho Community Foundation  

The Mary Bradof Foundation 

Colby & Corinne Inzer 

Idaho Power Company  
Dayton Parts, LLC 

Jim & Lynne Johnston 

University of the Aftermarket Foundation  
Costco Wholesale 

FRIEND CIRCLE ($5-9K)

CW2 Joshua M. Tillery  
Memorial Fund, Inc.
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Eagle Food & Wine Festival 
Mike & Emily Baker
William Jonakin, MD
IDACORP Employees’ 
Community Service Fund 
Edward Jones - Financial 
Advisor: Allen D. Gamel
Cloverdale Funeral Home 
and Memorial Park 
 

JK Payne
East Texas Truck Center 
Thomas & Mary Glynn 
Wilford 

Micron Technology 
Foundation, Inc.
Grote Industries, Inc.
Jerald Whitehead
San Diego Fluid System 
Technologies 
Fleet Brake Parts &  
Service Ltd. 
Rick and Arlene Youngblood

Brad Hermann 
Roberto Mignone
Idaho National Laboratory 
Kroeger Equipment & 
Supply Co.
Minimizer 
Wickstrom Auto Group 
Safeway Foundation 
Land of the Free Foundation 
Accuride Corporation 
Michael Wittenberg

“We choose to partner with 

Wyakin because of the lasting 
impact they have on the veterans 

they serve, and the impact those 

veterans in turn have on the 

economy.  Wyakin is producing 

best-in-class talent.”   

-Rob Phillips, President of Phillips Industries
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STEWARDSHIP

It is important to us that our stakeholders 

understand how we use the funds entrusted to 

us. Our efforts ensure those funds produce the 

greatest possible impact on the wounded veterans 

that we serve.  Our audited financial statements 

are available on our website, and we invite your 

inquiries regarding our financial stewardship.

2016 HIGHLIGHTS 

• Total Expenses were reduced from 2015, including 
areas such as Salaries, Travel, and Oice Expense; 
meanwhile, we increased spending on Direct Warrior 
Assistance and Warrior Programs Expense.

• 65% of our repeat donors maintained or raised their 
level of giving, increasing by an average of 38%.  

• We attracted our highest number of total donors, 
including 250 new donors.

Sources of Revenue

Spending by Expense Type

38%

42%

2%

Foundation/
Trust Grants

Individual/Corporate 
Contributions

Special Events

In-Kind/Other

18%

80%

8%

Programs/
Services

Administration

Fundraising

*Fundraising Eiciency: 11.6%

12%



80%

7%
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Highlights

• 94% of Wyakin Warriors have successfully reached alumni status 
or remain active in the program.

• 92% of Wyakin alumni are actively engaged in their career ield or 
seeking advanced degrees.

• Wyakin Warriors are currently pursuing degrees in 22 diferent 
ields of study.

OUTCOMES

Degrees Earned

Post-Graduation 

Outcomes

Current  

Fields of Study

MA/MS

Business

Social 
Services

AA/AAS

Other

BA/BS

Full-time employment
Seeking full-time 
employment

Volunteer/Intern  
in career ield

Vocational Tech

Pursuing Graduate 
Degree

STEM: Other than 
Health Sciences

STEM: Health 
Sciences

26%

6%

12%

16%

31%

19%

16%

13%

53%

13%

8%

“Wyakin has my back. Knowing 

that we are not alone in this 

process has made all the 

diference to me and my family.  
It makes everything easier.”   

— Jorge Hernandez, U.S. Marine Corps Veteran, 

Wyakin Warrior since 2016
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We believe that by serving and sacriicing in 
the name of our safety and freedom, wounded 
veterans have earned the right not to a handout, 
but to our very best eforts to assist them in 
purposing their commitment and hard work 
towards a successful and fulilling civilian future.

We measure our achievement not by statistical 
success, but rather by Warrior success.  The 
individual victories and accomplishments realized 
by each Warrior are ultimately the only measure 
upon which we can rightfully appraise our 
performance.

We push our Warriors when they need to be 
pushed, pull them when they need to be pulled, 
and walk side-by-side with them otherwise.  
We illuminate pathways, ease burdens, and 
empower our Warriors to overcome obstacles.  
We shepherd, motivate, advocate, counsel, 
inspire, challenge, and support. Neither ego 

nor bureaucracy nor frustration nor fatigue 
dissuades us from our obligation to give each 
Warrior our fullest and most individualized 
attention and efort.

We set our sights high and operate with the 
full expectation of success.  We prioritize trust, 
accountability, and commitment.  We establish 
high standards for the organization and even 
higher standards for ourselves.

Above all else we remember that ultimately 
we are not in the business of projects and 
presentations, nor of contacts and connections, 
nor even of seminars and stipends.  We are in the 
business of Warrior success.  Our programs are a 
means to an end; our operations and procedures 
are a vehicle whereby our Warriors can avail 
themselves to their fully realized potential, not by 
our deinition, but by their own.

Wyakin Foundation is a nonproit 501(c)(3) corporation. Tax ID number 27-1674941.

To serve as a conduit, 

connecting wounded and 

injured veterans to their 

successful and fulilling 

civilian futures through 

education, development, 

and guidance.

THE WYAKIN  
CULTURE

ENGAGE WITH US

THE WYAKIN  
MISSION

PARTNER VOLUNTEERFUND EMPLOYAPPLY

Brent Taylor 
brent.taylor@wyakin.org

Julie Hart 
julie.hart@wyakin.org

Jo Ann Daron 
joann.daron@wyakin.org

George Nickel 
george.nickel@wyakin.org

Scott Tagg 
scott.tagg@wyakin.org

888-992-5469  
208-853-6001
 
info@wyakin.org 
www.wyakin.org
 
960 S. Broadway, Suite 260
Boise, Idaho 83706


